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These release notes outline new features and enhancements as well as any specific installation 
and implementation considerations for the Universal Records Manager (URM) Adapter 10gR3 
(10.1.3.3.2) for Documentum. 

1 What’s New 

 There are three enhancements in the Documentum Adapter. 

1. Migration of Record and Freeze documents content to URM repository– This 
enhancement involves to provide a configurable option which would allow migrating the 
content of record/frozen documents to URM repository. The actual document in 
Documentum repository would be replaced by a stub (i.e. an HTML file with the reference 
link) rather than using the TBO module in Documentum to manage record/frozen 
functionality. 

2. Provide the Full Text Search in the Adapter – This enhancement involves providing the 
full-text search capability of Documentum repository. It is applicable for both kinds of 
search - declaration search as well as federated search. 

3. Provide the Federated Search through the Adapter – Federated Search is used for items 
that are located on Documentum repository. This is a search of all possible content using 
adapters to schedule the search. Searching for content in Remote Repository is not in 
real time, and is dependent on adapters to complete the search.  This will be a separate 
call to the adapter API with search criteria that will need to find the results matching those 
criteria for the source in question and return all metadata (not just mapped) as well as the 
document data itself. 

 

2 Installation Considerations  

Refer to the Universal Records Manager Adapter for Documentum Installation Guide for system 
requirements and Universal Records Manager Adapter for Documentum Administration Guide 
for instructions for installing the URM Adapter for Documentum. The following special 
considerations should be taken into account when using URM Adapter for Documentum:   

Compatibility with Content Server 10gR3   
This URM Adapter for Documentum version is designed to work seamlessly with Content 
Server 10gR3 (10.1.3.3.2).  Content Server 10gR3 (10.1.3.3.2) must be installed and 
functioning correctly before you can install the Oracle URM Adapter for Documentum software.   

Compatibility with Documentum Content Server 5.3  
This URM Adapter for Documentum version is designed to work seamlessly with Documentum 
CS 5.3.  Documentum Content Server 5.3 must be installed and functioning correctly before 



you can install the Oracle URM Adapter for Documentum software.   

Compatibility with JDK

 
This URM Adapter for Documentum version is designed to work seamlessly with JDK 1.5.  
JDK 1.5 must be installed and functioning correctly before you can install the Oracle URM 
Adapter for Documentum software.   

Time Zone   
You should not modify the Time Zone of the machine where the URM Adapter for Documentum 
Content Server 5.3 has been installed. You may change the Time Zone prior to installing the 
URM Adapter or running the Adapter. 
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